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In Trauma Culture: The Politics of Terror and Loss in Media 
and Literature (2005), E. Ann Kaplan describes how the us 
experience of the terrorist attacks of 9/11 shifted studies of 
trauma, displacing its primary considerations from individual 
experiences, like shell shock or domestic violence, to collective 
events like the Holocaust. This social and intellectual possibility 
arose through a reframing of post-traumatic stress disorder 
(ptsd) from character defect to disease as well as considered 
work by key scholars such as Cathy Carruth (1994), Shoshana 
Felman (1991), or Dominick La Capra (2001) which drew on 
earlier events such as the Gulf War. Early clinical descriptions 
of ptsd appeared in Judith Herman’s seminal work Trauma and 
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Recovery (1992), combining physical, social, and psychological 
elements of a long-term disabling condition caused by a specific 
trauma: stress, flashbacks, phobias, nightmares, insomnia, panic 
attacks, and depression, among others. Work like Herman’s 
raised social consciousness and reframed its understanding 
of individual sufferers, calling for respect, understanding 
and compassion for those traumatized even in unpopular 
circumstances. By 2001, ptsd had become a medical – and social 
– condition worthy of treatment. A new vision of trauma had 
become possible, a collective, shared experience, that minimized 
stigma for the individual. And this shift in trauma studies is 
highlighted in The Secret Origins of Comics Studies, when Jose 
Alaniz (2017) suggests that trauma studies remains enmeshed in 
the traumatic event while disability studies concentrates on the 
ways that people move on and function in society, thus taking on 
fundamentally different narrative functions.

An important clinical feature of trauma is the inability of 
the traumatized person to frame damaging experiences in 
comprehensible language. This inability to remember all or 
part of the traumatic event is an integral characteristic of many 
definitions of ptsd. One way of understanding this circumstance 
is that trauma ejects its victims from Lacan’s Symbolic order 
into a pre-linguistic Real, necessitating a reintegration of the 
traumatic experience into language. Herman (1992) identifies the 
best cure for trauma as enabling the patient with ptsd to create 
and retell a narrative about the traumatic experience. This sort 
of cure renders the trauma knowable not only in Lacanian terms 
through a re-entry into the Symbolic Order, but also suggests 
the operation of the Foucauldian, transforming experience into 
knowledge by means of language. Thus, reframing allows for an 
escape from abjection not only into semiotic but also intellectual 
exchange. However, not all trauma can be cured by expression 
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in language. Further complications arise because of popular and 
political constraints placed on personal narratives for elements 
like clear-cut resolutions and happy endings. Popular cultural 
forms tend to reinforce, rather than contest this paradigm, 
particularly in the us, where, as Linda Williams (1998) observed 
in ‘Melodrama Revised,’ Manichaean and melodramatic models 
underpin the most dominant cultural forms, thereby setting up 
the essential framework of the popular imagination. 

This overriding melodramatic and Manichaean mode of 
popular culture derives from European forms. Peter Brooks 
(1976) described a ‘mode of excess,’ in nineteenth century 
French and British stage melodramas that presented a series 
of stock characters in standard conflicts with clearly defined 
outcomes. For Brooks, even belletristic productions like Balzac’s 
novels exhibited similar thematic and excessive tendencies to 
stage melodramas because they openly depict emotion, stating 
aloud the impulses and feelings that polite society tends to keep 
unspoken. Williams draws on Brooks’s work, noting that the 
struggle between good and evil in these narratives is punctuated 
by energy, anxiety, fear, and in-the-nick-of-time interventions. 
This overarching theme, of heightened emotion and a clear 
struggle between good and evil dictates that stories end with 
a conquering hero reunited with loved ones, moving from 
spaces of fear and into presumed lasting safety. ptsd subverts 
this narrative by preventing the hero from experiencing the 
emotional fulfilment to which s/he is clearly entitled. In fact, 
popular opinion in the us, as reflected by the Department of 
Veteran’s Affairs, indicates that a lack of affective happiness 
and love is the most serious impact of ptsd because it interferes 
with the lives of soldiers and their families. In other words, ptsd 
deprives its sufferers of the happy ending they so richly deserve.
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Mike Peter’s ‘Veteran’s Day 2009’ political cartoon depicts 
just such a scenario: a soldier carries a huge rucksack labelled 
stress, flashbacks, phobias, nightmares, insomnia, panic attacks, 
depression and shell shock. The soldier stands, wide-eyed 
and sweating, holding an M-16 assault rifle, likely part of an 
occupying, international, expatriate force. This image of ptsd 
is now so normalized that all experiences of trauma might be 
measured against it – consider for example, bbc’s internationally 
acclaimed series Sherlock, in which Dr. John Watson cannot 
overcome his responses to wartime trauma to re-enter the normal 
life of a London physician. And despite the current global and 
collective understanding of trauma signaled in Kaplan’s vision 
of trauma studies, this sort of individual experience drives a 
dominant popular narrative of ptsd, an impaired ability to love. 

A parallel may be seen in Slavoj Žižek’s (2002) post 9/11 
welcoming of the world to the desert of the real, a propagandistic 
realm where material reality and ideology come into an essential 
conflict. Žižek’s desert of the real creates social pressures that 
might undermine the ability of the ptsd sufferer to move beyond 
trauma, especially because American cultural values, suffused by 
the hyper-reality Baudrillard (1988) saw in Disneyland – artifice 
that seems more real than that which it imitates – not only 
normalize, but amplify the requirement for melodramatic happy 
endings, a situation of absolute safety at odds with traumatic 
experience. The manueverings Žižek (2002) describes as inherent 
to post 9/11 discourses include a masking of political activities 
intended to sway opinion and undermine true democracy 
behind a veneer of respectable truth. This supposed truth, like 
Hollywood film, also seemingly demands a happy ending, 
further reinforcing unrealistic cultural expectations, an eerie 
echo of Williams that intersects with theoretical constructions 
of posthumanity, creating a site where hyperreality can supplant 
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lived experience. Trauma studies may be seen as a similar site of 
essential conflict, a space where safety and danger, fear and the 
familiar, inevitably collide. 

Graphic narrative offers a purchase point for presenting 
bodily and psychological experience not easily expressed in 
language or narratives that cannot conform to the necessity for a 
happy ending. Hilary Chute (2016) observed in Disaster Drawn: 
Visual Witness, Comics, and Documentary Form, that graphic 
narrative gained international importance in large part due to its 
witnessing function of trauma, danger, and fear, as seen in books 
such as Maus (1986) or the works of Joe Sacco. Unlike Chute, who 
concentrated on the graphic narrative as a mode of historical, 
artistic witness or documentary, I consider how depictions of 
trauma suffuse multiple graphic narrative canons, not simply the 
serious and academically respected. My reading also mobilizes 
semiotic work on graphic narratives – traditionally a European 
mode of inquiry – and brings it to bear on these forms. I consider 
theoretical models for the flattened affect Herman associates 
with trauma and ptsd and then examine representations of these 
conditions in graphic narratives in the light of posthumanity 
and propaganda, especially insofar as they function through 
Baudrillard’s hyperreal, a site where fabrication and fantasy 
supplant reality. 

A totalizing dystopian discourse of technological 
posthumanity, which is itself subject to inclusion in both the 
hyperreal and the desert of the real, also mirrors the flattened affect 
and emotional impediments of ptsd sufferers. In Technophobia!: 
Science Fiction Visions of Posthuman Technology, Daniel Dinello 
(2005) describes shifting social concerns following the end of 
the Cold War, marking a transition from nuclear anxiety to 
viral terrors in the light of the global spread of aids. Dinello’s 
posthuman entities, much like the composite technological-
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human creatures Donna Haraway (1991) discusses in ‘A Cyborg 
Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in 
the Late Twentieth Century,’ exist outside of the usual human 
categories. Posthumans, like cyborgs, trouble accepted binaries 
and undercut the traditional melodramatic narratives that 
provide a cultural expectation of uninterrupted safety. Popular 
narratives about the dangers of viruses, robots, and computers 
that infiltrate humans, like trauma, supplant affective emotions, 
empathy and love. These concerns occur in narratives that occupy 
a position Baudrillard might have called third order simulacra, 
in which the real, material world, becomes absorbed into, and 
therefore superseded by, the fabricated hyperreal. 

Posthumanity and ptsd undercut lived emotional and social 
frameworks that lend meaning to the experience, allowing 
melodramatic fictions to absorb reality. Furthermore by ptsd and 
posthumanity pose serious problems for representation because 
they bump up against the types of experiences that Judith Butler 
in Bodies that Matter (1993) describes as abject and unlivable, 
experiences like trauma, that cannot be rendered into language 
and therefore remain unknowable. Returning for a moment to 
Žižek (2002), such experiences exist just outside understanding 
and representation, creating a site for the manipulation and 
unspoken control that allows for the intervention of a totalizing 
melodramatic hyperreal. Graphic narrative may provide a 
remedy for this ideological morass by allowing comprehensible 
representations of abjection, trauma, and posthumanity. With 
the new explosion of graphic narratives about the trauma of 
covid-19 appearing almost daily, these questions are of ever-
increasing importance for people struggling with issues of fear 
and safety across the world. 
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Depicting trauma in graphic 
narrative canons

I suggested above that the graphic narrative might present an 
enhanced framework for representing trauma, as compared 
with purely textual narrative forms. One reason for this is what 
Thierry Groensteen (2011) termed the simultaneous mobilization 
of elements of comic art. Groensteen (1999), recognized as a 
primary theorist of the semiotics of the comic art, sought to 
account for all of the elements present on the page and how 
they could work together to construct and convey meaning to 
the reader. Groensteen provided an overview of this system 
in Comics and Narration (2013; Bande dessinée et narration: 
Système de la bande dessinée 2), when he described how words, 
pictures, gutters, borders, and other specific and nonspecific 
elements combined to create a ‘simultaneous mobilization’ (89) 
of elements for the reader. In contrast with narrative forms like 
film, that constrain the viewer into a single linear and time-
bounded experience, comic art allows for a different mode of 
cooperation between words, symbols, images, and spaces in 
creating meaning. When considering the problems of depicting 
trauma, whether an inability to recall the trauma specifically 
or frame language to describe it, then, the comic art provides 
multiple potential levels of and options for representation. This is 
not to say that the comic art transcends or prevents the workings 
of melodrama or the hyperreal, but rather that it may provide 
a different sort of platform for re-entry of unspeakable events 
into a symbolic order, and may therefore serve as an extension 
of the means of bearing witness that Chute (2016) describes. 
The depiction of trauma in graphic narratives long predates the 
twenty-first century; in fact, trauma can be identified in even the 
most innocent settings, and therefore only a brief overview to 
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complement the much longer history of artistic representation of 
trauma in Chute (2016) is presented here. 

An extremely interesting representation of collective trauma 
as suppressed memory occurs in Peyo’s Le Smurfs Noir (1963), 
a text that is far removed from many academic discourses 
of comics. In this first Smurf-only full-length narrative, an 
epidemic occurs when a black fly bites an index Smurf on the tail, 
rendering his skin black and causing him to hop about, crying 
‘Gnap!’ and biting his fellow Smurfs, infecting them in turn.1 
The site of danger to the normally safe Smurf community shifts 
as the Smurfs themselves have become the vector of infection. 
The significant features of trauma in this narrative include the 
inability of the infected Smurfs to describe what has happened 
because the disease displaces their normal linguistic functions 
with the cry of ‘Gnap!’ As the Smurf village is overtaken, Papa 
Smurf recalls that something similar may have occurred in 
the long-gone days of his youth, an indicator of his own prior 
traumatic memory loss. In fact, as Papa Smurf investigates the 
causes of the epidemic in the spotted red mushroom that serves 
as the Smurf public health service, a cataclysmic explosion 
eradicates Black Smurf disease, restoring general Smurfiness, 
but leaving the entire village, including Papa Smurf, dazed and 
confused, with no memory of the disease or its cure. The disease 
is gone, as well as the Smurfs’s clearly suppressed memories. The 
extreme innocence of the Smurf community, and a complete 
absence of social propaganda, contribute to a complete return to 
normal Smurfiness and safety, leaving only the reader with any 
feelings of fear or unease. The innocence of the Smurfs combined 
with the happy ending supports a melodramatic ending at odds 

1 See “Smurf Wars: The Black Smurfs”, http://bd-wars.blogspot.com/2016/12/
smurf-wars-black-smurfs.html

http://bd-wars.blogspot.com/2016/12/smurf-wars-black-smurfs.html
http://bd-wars.blogspot.com/2016/12/smurf-wars-black-smurfs.html
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with posthumanity, even if the Smurfs themselves are powerful 
figures of a cultural hyperreal.

The superhero narrative, similarly, contributes to cultural 
manifestations of hyperreality and begins with sites of trauma 
and danger. The initial volume of Action Comics (1938), for 
example, depicts Superman intervening in a case of domestic 
violence, a situation of fear in what should be a safe space. In 
the superhero universe, or more properly, multiverses, trauma 
came to function as a primary element in both superhero and 
supervillain origin stories by the Bronze Age. For example, 
Batman is traumatized in early childhood, first by bats, and later 
by witnessing the murder of his parents after a night out in Gotham 
City, a site of incredible danger in many depictions. Superman 
is the only survivor of his home planet of Krypton, torn from 
all he knows, and the subject of bullying in the supposedly safe 
rural community where he grows up. Crossing into the Marvel 
Universe, Bruce Banner is bombarded by gamma radiation to 
become the Incredible Hulk, Tony Stark is mutilated (at least in 
some story lines) before becoming Iron Man, and Wolverine is 
the victim of government-sponsored human experimentation, 
torture, and traumatic conditioning. Supervillains are born 
by falling from buildings, slipping into vats of industrial 
chemicals, or as a result of the untoward consequences of their 
ill-advised scientific endeavors. These superhero narratives may 
repress trauma – in the early Golden Age Action Heroes, the 
reader has little to no idea of Superman or Batman’s traumatic 
backstory – or they may explicitly consider trauma as subject 
matter. For example, the Weapon x storyline in Marvel comics 
details medical interventions, sensory deprivation, and aversive 
conditioning designed to traumatize Wolverine and to suppress 
his memories, which return intrusively years after his experiences 
in a clear depiction of ptsd. A more canonical text, Arkham 
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Asylum: A Serious House on Serious Earth (1989) illustrates both 
the consequences of super villainy and the ongoing psychological 
effects of Batman’s prior trauma and ongoing violent activities. 
And the asylum, a place of terror and fear, exists primarily to 
promote the safety of the outside world. These books combine 
visual storytelling, images, and omissions to propel their 
narratives, which are melodramatic, episodic, and therefore tend 
to remain unresolved, leaving fear and safety, comfort and danger 
in essential tension, and subverting melodramatic expectations. 

The academic graphic novel canon, in contrast with the 
superhero multiverses, seeks to account for the effects of trauma 
rather than simply treating it as a fact of existence, thus engaging 
more explicitly with the work Chute (2016) associates with 
witness. One example, which Chute (Why Comics 2017) cites as 
the origin of graphic narrative popularity worldwide, or what she 
describes as a transition ‘from underground to everywhere’ is 
Art Spiegelman’s Maus: A Survivor’s Tale (1986)2. Maus is widely 
understood to have changed the graphic novel genre in the us, 
paving the way for later, serious artists like graphic journalist 
Joe Sacco. Maus is a memoir of Art coping with the sometimes 
not-so-amusing antics of his father, Vladek, a survivor of 
Auschwitz. Vladek exhibits numerous qualities that suggest 
ptsd: sleeplessness, jumpiness, general anxiety, controlling 
tendencies, social isolation, suppressed memories, and sudden, 
irrational outbursts. Yet Spiegelman, both as an author and as 
Art, continually undercuts the suggestion that Vladek’s troubles 
result from experiences of the Holocaust as opposed to flaws 
in his underlying personality. For example, Art and his wife 
discuss why Vladek is so much more annoying and anxious 
than his friends the Karps, a married couple, who also survived 
Auschwitz. They are unable to come to a resolution. 

2 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maus

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maus
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Maus, which predates twenty-first century understanding of 
ptsd and the shift in trauma studies Kaplan describes, or even 
Sacco’s verisimilitudinous approach to graphic journalism of 
terrible events, considers trauma recursively. Through a series 
of interactions, we learn that Art is seeing a therapist to cope 
with his own feelings of isolation and loss after the death of his 
mother, Anja (also an Auschwitz survivor). The therapist, yet 
another Auschwitz survivor, finally reveals that, like Vladek, 
Art is still trapped in Auschwitz – nearly everyone he knows is a 
survivor – and therefore, like them, subject to its dehumanizing 
effects and therefore unable to function even in the relatively safe 
space of the Catskills. Ultimately, the narrative suggests that one 
reason Art lacks compassion for Vladek is because of his own 
affective flattening, resulting in an inability to negotiate sites of 
safety and comfort that parallel’s Vladek’s level of disfunction. 
Being raised by a Holocaust survivor creates its own trauma, 
disabling Art from a full range of human emotions. This suggests 
the operation of trauma Herman might diagnose as requiring a 
narrative cure, symptoms dovetailing with the flattened affect of 
posthumanity that Dinello (2005) described.

The theme of narrative cure for personal trauma is also 
evident in the burgeoning of graphic medical memoir (or 
fictionalized memoirs) such as Cancer Vixen (2006) or Stitches 
(2010) that characterize the new move toward endeavors like 
graphic medicine. Another academically canonical text, Craig 
Thomson’s graphic memoir Blankets (2003)3, employs creative 
illustrative approaches to illustrate his account of childhood 
trauma. Whereas Maus’s Art comes to terms with his own 
personal trauma in a series of frames that provide a linear 
conversation with his therapist, Thompson’s Craig employs 

3 See a discussion by Arjun Singh at http://jaiarjun.blogspot.com/2007/06/
notes-on-craig-thompsons-blankets.html

http://jaiarjun.blogspot.com/2007/06/notes-on-craig-thompsons-blankets.htm
http://jaiarjun.blogspot.com/2007/06/notes-on-craig-thompsons-blankets.htm
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more discontinuous, fragmentary visual narrative practices that 
present a raw view of traumatic experience. For example, he 
embeds images of verisimilitudinous memories within frames 
of nightmare images. In another series of images of himself, 
seemingly following a linear trajectory, each shows his head and 
face deformed and distorted by the effects of traumatic memory, 
centered text beneath grouping the images into a single visual 
graphical unit, describing his desire to burn his memories. Both 
images and words are necessary to convey Thompson’s message 
– that even his own mind has become a site of fear – and the 
memories themselves are depicted as flame-like shapes bursting 
from Craig’s mouth. A later graphic novel, Habibi (2011), takes 
a more aesthetic approach to traumatic experiences, using 
myriad images of the heroine, Dodola, scattered about the page 
in various artistically formal, nude poses, with text emphasizing 
her feelings of distance from her own body after experiences 
of sexual trauma (see Damluji 2017)4. Unlike the critically-
acclaimed Blankets, Habibi was criticized for its treatment of 
sexuality as well as racism against Arab characters – Thompson’s 
practices of objectification were less successful in this belletristic 
work than in memoir, highlighting the power of graphic memoir 
in this setting. Nevertheless, Thompson provides an interesting 
visual vocabulary for depicting the aftereffects of trauma that 
remain outside the diegetic boundaries of a graphic novel.

4 https://medium.com/@ndamluji/the-spectre-of-orientalism-in-craig-
thompsons-habibi-dde9d499f403

https://medium.com/@ndamluji/the-spectre-of-orientalism-in-craig-thompsons-habibi-dde9d499f403
https://medium.com/@ndamluji/the-spectre-of-orientalism-in-craig-thompsons-habibi-dde9d499f403
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ptsd and posthumanity in 
graphic narratives for adults

As noted above, trauma can be seen to exist in European comic 
art, including that intended for young audiences (or the work 
shown in the Centre belge de la Bande dessinée in Brussels 
and discussed by Groensteen [2011, 2013]), superhero comics 
(especially dc and Marvel), and academically recognized medical 
memoir and belletristic fiction. However, another broad category 
of graphic narrative also deserves some attention, particularly 
given the themes of hyperreality and posthumanity with which 
I began this essay. These novels, intended for adult readers, 
treat serious themes, but adopt the sorts of action-oriented or 
science fiction themes that Dinello (2005) might associate with 
posthumanity, often in a setting of hyperreality consistent with 
what Baudrillard called third-order simulation. A compelling 
example that bridges the adult and prior superhero genres is the 
revival of Unknown Soldier (2008) by Joshua Dysart under dc’s 
Vertigo imprint. Dysart reframes the former unknown soldier, 
who featured in various dc series from the 1960’s to the 1980’s. 
While the initial Unknown Soldier was an American soldier 
who became disfigured during World War ii, the new Unknown 
Soldier, Moses Lwanga, is a native Ugandan who only recovers 
his repressed boyhood and adult memories as the result of a new 
disfiguring trauma. Moses begins the book believing himself to 
be an unremarkable refugee and a physician, only to discover that 
his former identity as child soldier and troubled youth had been 
suppressed through psychological experimentation in a secret 
government program. The complications of suppressed memory, 
disfiguring injury, and subsequent ptsd symptoms parallels 
that of superhero narratives, like Wolverine’s, and propels the 
remainder of the novel. Visual elements show parallels between 
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the relative safety of Lwanga’s remembered childhood Little 
League experiences contrasted with the suppressed reality of 
being a child soldier.

The theme of posthumanity features more prominently in 
Jonathan Hickman’s graphic novel The Nightly News (2010), 
which participates explicitly in the posthuman discourses that 
Dinello describes and also evokes the hyperreal, in the guise of 
propaganda that might echo Žižek more strongly if the book 
did not repeatedly quote Noam Chomsky (2002). Hickman 
depicts violent newsworthy events as orchestrated by a character 
known only as The Voice, who funds a secret society that uses 
traumatic conditioning to manufacture terrorists, who in turn 
kill politicians and newscasters on screen during the nightly 
news. This process enables The Voice to control the news cycle, 
and hence public opinion, making television reporting a site 
not merely of propaganda but also corporeal danger. Hickman 
constructs a tightly woven narrative within a larger matrix of 
facts and figures about media and society and then further frames 
this content with Chomsky’s work (2002) on propaganda. These 
authorial choices inform narrative explanations of the impact 
of ‘viral ideas’ such as patriotism, global warming, democracy 
and the benefits of higher education, an eerie echo of the viral 
preoccupations of Dinello’s posthumanity or Žižek’s desert 
of the real. The Voice’s terrorists undergo severe sensory and 
nutritional deprivation, which extends into suppressed memory, 
as altered mental functioning prevents them from remembering 
what they have done or fearing the consequences of their actions. 
The narrative slowly reveals an unsettling diegetic relationship 
with hyperreality: every powerful person and social element that 
contributes to dominant cultural narrative formation in the book 
is in some way associated with The Voice, undercutting even the 
possibility of safety in this novel.
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The Nightly News further destabilizes this narrative because 
its layout makes it unclear how various words, images and 
frames operate within the diegetic space, thus troubling the 
simultaneous mobilization of elements on the page (see Keogh 
2017).5 Many seemingly extraneous pieces of visual information 
litter the pages, providing context to the reader, while raising 
questions about whether any of the characters can access these 
data. For example, infographics provide calculations regarding 
the value of education, facts and figures about globalization or 
how to measure the general trustworthiness of polls. While the 
information clearly supports the positions espoused by The Voice, 
it is never evident whether any other character is receiving this 
content. Quotations from Chomsky’s propaganda theory also 
participate in this ambiguous visual and contextual discourse. 
The reader is left wondering who knows about these observations 
and how they potentially influence the actions of the book. 

The choice of Chomsky in The Nightly News is telling because 
he theorizes propaganda as a social construct that reinforces 
a type of oligarchic ideology by mobilizing (and exploiting) 
seemingly democratic impulses (see Chomsky 2002). In other 
words, Chomsky describes propaganda as a means of lying to the 
public and tricking them into consenting to unfair and harmful 
political and economic realities. This is unlike Žižek’s desert of 
the real insofar as Chomsky concentrates on intentional practice 
while Žižek sees these tendencies as suffusing all cultural 
production, regardless of intent.6 A further claim might be made 
by Chomsky that his theories, unlike Žižek’s ontological musings, 
are verifiable. Yet, the fact that Hickman elected to Chomsky’s 

5 See “The Nightly News”, https://theslingsandarrows.com/the-nightly-
news/
6 The ongoing battle between Žižek and Chomsky is probably less important 
here than the fact that Hickman is a Cambridge ma artist and Chomsky 
works at mit, making them both local figures.

https://theslingsandarrows.com/the-nightly-news/
https://theslingsandarrows.com/the-nightly-news/
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work as opposed to rather broader conceptual work on the role of 
representation and reality in media and communications theory 
– like that of Stuart Hall or Marshall McLuhan – may indicate 
that Hickman does not care about the relationships between 
encoding and decoding or the medium and the message. Instead, 
Hickman creates a space in which there is no actual truth 
narrative because various forces manipulate news narratives on 
both a semantic and a literal level, paralleling the phenomena 
Chomsky discusses. Thus, narrative and lived experience in The 
Nightly News are both propaganda, a chilling manifestation of 
posthuman hyperreality. The Nightly News presents a reasonably 
verisimilitudinous model for posthumanity, at least in terms of 
the flattening of affect and elision of emotion that characterizes 
the traumatized, the android, and the virus. This narrative could 
also be read through the trauma studies work I cited above 
because Hickman presents a universe in which everyone is 
traumatized and therefore all reality is suspect because no one 
has access to their emotions, disabling them from processing 
everyday concepts like fear, safety, danger, or love. Hickman has 
created a world populated by a multiplicity of Peters’ veterans, 
controlled by a Machiavellian propaganda machine like that 
Chomsky and Žižek both describe.

The Nightly News can be read as echoing and expanding 
on views of propaganda and trauma in earlier serious graphic 
novels aimed at adult audiences. For example, in Warren Ellis’ 
ten-book cyberpunk series, Transmetropolitan (1997–2001), the 
protagonist, Spider Jerusalem, exhibits signs of mental unbalance 
resulting from personal trauma and drug use, which gives him 
an ironic entrée into journalistic truth narratives. Jerusalem is 
singularly able to navigate the discordant rhetoric of a posthuman 
landscape characterized by generalized public anxiety about 
infectious disease, terrorism, and corporate corruption to report 
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the ‘truth,’ which is only possible because he refuses to adopt 
an objective voice. A few features of Dinello’s construction of 
posthumanity are critical in this subjective vision: interface with 
the internet, simultaneous mobilization of Jerusalem’s writing 
with current events, and his physical separation from the lived 
experiences of others. In this reality, the gonzo journalism that 
Jerusalem publishes live on the internet – which was much more of 
a big deal back in pre-blog 1997 than it would be today – becomes 
the sole mechanism for public access to the truth about society, 
public affairs and politics. This interface between technology 
and human experience thus embodies the posthuman, casting 
Jerusalem into an order of simulation somewhere between the 
real and the hyperreal, which allows him a unique vantage point 
for constructing his own narratives. Sadly, Jerusalem appears 
unable to interact in society in an emotionally authentic way.

Ellis constructs a hero with clear signs of ptsd, adequately 
distanced from his own emotions to seek the truth in the 
disorienting, technologically dense world of the city, without 
regard to feelings of fear. Transmetropolitan opens with a nude 
Jerusalem, sitting tattooed in a woodland cottage far away 
from modern technology. His money, drugs, and weapons 
are depleted, but a landline breaks into this wooded setting, 
informing Jerusalem that he has a book deal and he is obligated 
to fulfil the contract. This event marks a call to adventure that 
leads Jerusalem into a posthuman realm of hyperreality that 
only he can decipher. Throughout the novel, Jerusalem exhibits 
fairly marked symptoms of hyperarousal and irritability. His 
affect appears wild and disoriented while he speaks on the 
phone. He uses his last weapon to blow up his favorite drinking 
establishment with a hand-held missile launcher before returning 
to the city, and afterward he engages in unpredictable, brutal 
violence following seemingly innocent events. His behavior 
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is also obviously avoidant, leading him away from the media-
saturated city streets with their blinking, blaring advertisements. 
But this very ptsd allows Jerusalem’s subjective vision to operate 
as the only available truth narrative within the diegesis of these 
books. 

Whereas Hickman (2010) literally deconstructs the 
verisimilitudinous, producing a highly fractured narrative 
that undercuts itself and reemphasizes its own propagandistic 
functioning, Transmetropolitan shows that the truth is out 
there, if someone, like Jerusalem, is brave and damaged enough, 
to look for it. The narrative, like Hickman’s, also considers the 
viral, but here such viral preoccupations are literally infectious, 
specifically cholera, which has infiltrated The City, creating 
a miasma of invisible dangers. Serious infectious disease and 
bizarre manipulations of the body operate as a chilling backdrop 
to the primary narrative. In Jerusalem’s experience, the body 
is nearly fluidly malleable, posthuman through its relationship 
with disease and even technologies that separate body and soul, 
leaving no safe space for normal human functioning. Ultimately, 
Transmetropolitan suggests that trauma might be a remedy for 
the totalizing influences of hyperreality, but at the cost of ptsd 
that mimics the effects of the very posthumanity it evades. 

That depictions of trauma in The Nightly News and 
Transmetropolitan dovetail neatly with Dinello’s vision of science 
fiction posthumanity is hardly surprising since these narratives 
bracket the formation of the particular desert of the real that 
Žižek (2002) described in the wake of the September 11 attacks. 
In fact, Chomsky’s model of propagandistic manipulation is 
generally consistent with Žižek’s theorization of the workings 
of power just beyond the limits of direct representation (even if 
neither of these figures might agree that it is). In other words, 
much like the ‘watershed’ in trauma studies, theories like Žižek’s 
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desert of the real are, in fact, grounded in a continuum of thought 
and representation that laid the groundwork for new awareness 
that Chomsky sees as intentionally manipulated to undercut 
democracy, creating a site of unspeakable danger in the very 
spaces that are supposed to be safe.

Additional representations of trauma embed their depictions 
within other powerful cultural forms that correspond to a type 
of hyperreal. Bill Willingham Fables, which ran from 2002 to 
2016 under dc’s Vertigo imprint, tells the story a group of highly 
traumatized survivors from fairy tales and fables driven from 
their war-torn Homelands and into the relatively safe haven 
of New York. Spin-offs include Cinderella, Jack of Fables, The 
Literals, and Fairest as well as the stand-alone productions 1001 
Nights of Snowfall, The Last Castle, Werewolves of the Heartland, 
Peter and Max, and The Wolf Among Us. All of the characters 
have suffered trauma at the hands of a Manichaean Adversary 
who waged war on all fables, whether good or evil – trauma 
that is superadded to any misadventures inherent to their origin 
stories. 

Fables presents interesting fodder for readings of trauma 
studies because it includes generalized, shared traumatic 
experiences as well as individual traumatizing events. For 
example, the final group to leave the Homelands commemorates 
their experiences each year, grounding their personal trauma in 
shared understanding and memory. Yet shared experiences in 
these books also result in highly idiosyncratic manifestations of 
ptsd. For example, both Rose Red and Snow White have visions 
of the disembodied head of Colin, one of the Three Little Pigs, 
but these visions only occur as the result of specific triggering 
events that also cause fear and unease in the rest of the Fable 
world. Another, compelling example, is the individual response 
of Gepetto’s wooden soldiers, who were ‘born’ from the same 
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living magical forest and can communicate with each other 
telepathically. When forcibly separated from each other, the 
resulting trauma results in psychotic behaviors that vary from 
soldier to soldier. However, and unlike the narratives in the 
hyperreality of The Nightly News or Transmetropolitian, the 
overall arc of many subthemes in Fables is a collective urge to 
repair trauma, creating safe spaces free from the fears that caused 
their exile.

One reason for the need to correct and counteract trauma is 
that immortality is conferred to some fables by the power and 
belief of the mundane world. Hence, characters such as Snow 
White, Rose Red, Cinderella, or The Big Bad Wolf cannot die, 
while more minor characters, like Little Boy Blue or the Three 
Little Pigs, can. The former characters, therefore, undergo 
repeated, and in many cases horrific traumatic experiences in 
the various plots and subplots of the multiple narratives. Snow 
White, for instance, is tortured and raped by the seven dwarves 
before leaving the Homelands, an experience she can never 
forget. Rose Red loses her true love, Boy Blue, and descends into 
a desperate depression. Bigby, the Big Bad Wolf, is frozen, broken 
into pieces, burned, driven mad and rendered into an animalistic 
monster. Yet, despite these experiences, none of the characters 
can die, necessitating a means of curing the psychological effects 
of ptsd, creating safe spaces in their minds so that they can 
continue to function. Ultimately, these characters each transform 
from more ordinary fables into more exalted, or ‘super’ versions 
of themselves, effectively following a path similar to that of the 
Marvel and dc superheroes described earlier in this paper and 
ultimately completing a hero’s journey to take up the leadership 
of their old realms. Unlike mere mortals, these fairy tale heroes 
require trauma in order to fulfil their destinies and take up their 
powers to create spaces of safety for those they care for.
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Conclusion: Trauma and…

In the pages above, I outlined some thoughts about the operation 
of trauma and posthumanity in various types of graphic novels 
from different types of canons published over the last several 
decades. Drawing on Chute, I suggested that graphic narrative 
offers a unique opportunity to develop a representation of 
trauma that would allow for the type of healing that Herman 
(1992) suggests as clinical practice. These narrative forms are of 
interest because they offer different perspectives on ptsd and its 
operation in popular culture as a site of both acute and chronic 
discomfort that undercuts the notion of safety in everyday 
life. As I suggested, graphic narrative may offer a multimodal 
purchase point for traumatic experiences not easily expressed 
in language. Both academic canonical and other books use the 
visual opportunities in graphic narratives in conjunction with 
more explicit plot devices to represent the somatic and physical 
effects of trauma. These graphic narratives afford multiple sites 
for representing trauma and ultimately suggest that ptsd is a form 
of posthuman experience, a manifestation of the desert of the 
real to which Žižek welcomed the world in 2002 and the opening 
of this essay. Given that posthuman experience is characterized 
by a flattened affect, all feelings, whether of fear, safety, love, or 
comfort will be attenuated, a circumstance that parallels the 
symptoms of ptsd. Further work in this area should include a 
consideration of more explicitly didactic texts that detail specific 
medical trauma, such as Helene Chochois’ (2017) La Fabrique des 
Corps: Des premières prothèses à l’humain augmenté, scientific 
material like the biographical works of Jim Ottaviani, or national 
comics that detail specific historical events. 
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